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Abstract—Current high-level synthesis (HLS) tools that generate synchronous logic construct a state machine that schedules
program operations in each clock cycle. Rather than this centralized approach, we are developing an HLS methodology tailored
to high-performance asynchronous dataflow circuits building on
prior work in dataflow synthesis. We propose a new solution to
dataflow circuit generation needed when translating real-world
programs with complex control flow. We implement our approach
in the LLVM compiler framework, and show that our generated
circuits achieve better performance in throughput and energy
compared to a number of existing HLS tools. We also quantify
the benefits of dataflow graph optimizations on the quality of the
generated circuits.
Index Terms—asynchronous HLS, dataflow circuits

I. I NTRODUCTION
Technology scaling has brought us to the sub-10nm era
and a regime of operation where single-thread performance
on general-purpose microprocessors has stagnated. As a
result, accelerating software programs using either fieldprogrammable gate arrays (FPGAs) or by using custom accelerators has become an important area of investigation.
Using a traditional hardware description language to describe a computation is quite different from writing standard
software, so converting a software program directly into a good
FPGA/ASIC implementation is an arduous, time-consuming
task. The goal of high-level synthesis (HLS) tools is to
provide an automated method for translating conventional
software into a hardware description language. Using HLS
can significantly reduce the design time for accelerators that
are derived from pre-existing software [23].
There has been significant activity in translating behavioral
descriptions of asynchronous computations into asynchronous
circuits, and the majority of these efforts focus on translating
a concurrent, message-passing programming language into
asynchronous circuits [15], [19], [20], [26], [35], [39], [40].
There has also been previous work in translating software
programs into asynchronous circuits [9]. Furthermore, some
synchronous HLS tools also synthesize latency-insensitive
dataflow circuits [14], [21], [37]. Other tools use domainspecific languages and special pragmas to simplify the highlevel synthesis problem [1], [4], [8], [13], [17], [24], [30]–[32].
The most complex aspect of generating dataflow circuits is
managing conditional execution and conditional generation of
tokens. Prior work either mostly avoids conditional tokens, or
only supports conditional tokens for simple control structures.
This paper presents Fluid, a HLS tool that translates C programs into asynchronous dataflow circuits. Our work extends

existing dataflow synthesis techniques to a wider class of software programs by supporting complex control-flow structures
that naturally occur in software. This also permits us to use
optimizations that might create complex control structures.
We also incorporate optimizations that operate directly on the
dataflow graph structure, further improving our results.
Fluid goes through a number of steps to translate C programs to asynchronous dataflow circuits. Starting from C, we
use the LLVM compiler framework [2] to generate optimized
LLVM IR (Intermediate Representation). Fluid analyzes the IR
and modifies it to handle complex/irregular control structures.
After this, a dataflow graph is generated and further optimized to improve the design, and then directly translated into
asynchronous bundled-data circuits. We also compare Fluid
against an academic HLS tool (LegUp [12]) and two different
commercial HLS tools on a combination of micro-benchmarks
and existing HLS benchmarks.
Our contributions are: (i) an asynchronous HLS tool that
translates C to an asynchronous dataflow circuit with results
that are significantly superior to an academic HLS tool, and
that outperform commercial HLS tools on throughput and
energy; (ii) a new technique for dataflow graph construction
in the presence of complex control flow; and (iii) a collection
of dataflow graph optimizations that improve the quality of
the final implementation. The remaining paper is organized
as follows: Section II introduces the prior work that we build
on. Section III presents how Fluid constructs dataflow graphs
based on the control-flow graph (CFG), including support
for irregular CFGs (Section III-D) Section IV describes the
dataflow optimizations currently in Fluid. Section V evaluates
Fluid against against three other HLS tools. We provide an
overview of the large body of related work in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND
Our work builds on previous efforts to translate hardware
description languages to dataflow asynchronous circuits. In
particular, the static token form (STF) representation was introduced to translate the CHP hardware description language into
a dataflow graph [36]. The CHP language was translated into
a CFG, and variables with multiple definitions (for example,
the left hand side of an assignment statement) and uses (for
example, the right hand side of an assignment statement) in
CHP were re-written into the canonical STF form. Informally,
STF guarantees that the conditions that cause a variable to be
defined match the condition under which it is used; this permits
variables to be replaced by channels, and values become tokens

in the dataflow graph [36]. STF combines concepts from both
static single assignment (SSA) [16] form and static single
information (SSI) [6] form into a unified analysis.
Consider the if example in Fig. 1a. In the true branch, x
is conditionally used and y is redefined, so STF in Fig. 1b
contains a split instruction which conditionally generates x0
under condition c, and a merge instruction which conditionally
selects y and y0 under condition c. In the true branch, x0 (not
x) is used and the result is assigned to y0 (not y).

int x;
int y=0;
if(c){
y=x+1;
}

(a) if code

int x;
int y=0;
𝑥0 = 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑐 𝑥 ;
if(c){
𝑦0 = 𝑥0 + 1;
}
𝑦1 = 𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑐 0, 𝑦0 ;

(b) STF form
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Fig. 1: If Example.
[36] synthesizes two types of operators: M ERGE and SP LIT
for the merge and split instructions respectively. M ERGE
receives multiple inputs and sends one of them to the output
port. SP LIT receives one input and sends it to one of the
multiple output ports. The selection is controlled by the token
received from the control port. For both operators, the left
(right) port is selected under the false (true) condition. Fig. 1c
shows the synthesized circuit for the if example. Apart from
SP LIT and M ERGE , a complete set of dataflow components
needed to translate CHP programs includes a token source,
token sink, copy, function computation component, and an
initial token buffer [36]. STF does no optimizations to the
synthesized dataflow circuits, and it only deals with simple
control structures since its input is a CHP program.
Another commonly used operator is the uncontrolled
M ERGE (also called M IXER), which is similar to M ERGE ,
except it does not have a control token port. It waits for an
input token to arrive on any of its data ports and propagates
the first received input to the output port. If multiple input
tokens arrive, the output is non-deterministic; hence, circuits
using M IXERs often impose a mutual exclusion constraint on
input token arrival so as to preserve deterministic execution.
Compared with M ERGE , the M IXER will decrease the circuit
pipelining. In our work, we only use controlled M ERGE .
To translate C programs, we leverage the production-quality
LLVM open-source compiler framework [2]. The LLVM frontend translates different programming languages into a common
intermediate representation (IR). LLVM also includes a large
number of optimization passes that re-write and improve the
quality of the IR from a software perspective [2].
The standard data structure used for optimizing software
programs is the control flow graph (CFG) [5]. Nodes in this
graph are basic blocks, which correspond to a collection of
consecutive sequential statements with a single entry point
and single exit point. Outgoing edges from a basic block
correspond to different potential successors, with the successor
chosen based on a specified condition. For-loops and whileloops result in cycles in the CFG.

III. F LUID D ESIGN
LLVM optimization passes read in an IR file, and modify the
IR and CFG to improve the quality. Fluid is implemented as
such pass. It reads in an optimized IR, applies new techniques
discussed below to modify the CFG and IR so that the resulting
program is equivalent to the original one and can be readily
converted into static token form. Then it applies dataflow
circuit optimizations to obtain the final circuit.
IR constructs that perform computation (e.g. addition, division, etc.) can be translated into dataflow function blocks in the
usual manner [36]. The challenging part of STF generation is
creating the SP LIT and M ERGE circuits correctly, along with
their control flow conditions. We focus on this aspect below.
As discussed above, STF requires that a variable definition
(a “def”) and use occur under the same condition. After
the CFG is constructed using standard techniques [5], Fluid
computes the def-condition and use-condition for each variable
in the program. If the def-condition and the use-condition
for a variable are different, Fluid constructs a delivery circuit
to create a conditional copy of the variable; symmetrically,
it constructs a collection circuit that conditionally selects
the correct version of the variable from multiple conditional
definitions of the variable. We detail this process below.
Our analysis uses the standard compiler notion of dominators. A basic block A dominates B if every control flow
path from entry to B must pass through A. A basic block B
post-dominates A if every path from A to the exit must pass
through B. The immediate dominator for a basic block is its
closest dominator (apart from itself) in the control flow graph.
We impose a canonical form requirement on CFGs which
consists of two parts: (i) every loop has a single-entry and
single-exit point; and (ii) if a basic block has multiple predecessors, then it must post-dominate its immediate dominator.
Section III-D provides techniques to handle a commonly
occurring class of non-canonical CFGs. The loop constraint
means we can handle all loop-carried dependencies (back
edges) using the technique in [36], and ignore those edges
in the CFG for condition extraction below.
A. Condition Extraction
Fluid first extracts the conditions between different basic blocks in a CFG. Since the canonical CFG has singleentry/single-exit loops, we can safely divide the entire CFG
into smaller regions: inside each small region (corresponding
to an if/loop-block), it has one enter (exit) block that dominates
(post-dominates) all the internal blocks.
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Fig. 2: CFG for condition extraction.
Fig. 2 shows a CFG that we will use as a running example. This CFG can be divided into two smaller regions:
{B1 ,B2 ,B3 ,B4 ,B5 } and {B0 ,B1 ,B2 ,B3 ,B4 ,B5 ,B6 }. A block can belong to multiple regions, and Fluid assigns it to the smallest

region. The CFG has three branching variables c0 , c1 and c2
in B0 , B1 and B2 respectively.1
Given a block BB , Fluid uses reverse breadth-first-search
along its predecessors to explore all the paths into BB until it
encounters its immediate dominator. Consider B5 as a starting
point. In the first step, Fluid explores the direct predecessors
of B5 : {B1 ,B3 ,B4 }. The conditions for B3 →B5 and B4 →B5 are
both empty, and B1 →B5 is {c1 =1}. In the second step, Fluid
further explores {B3 ,B4 }’s predecessor B2 . B1 is the immediate
dominator of B5 , so the search stops at it. Now Fluid records
the conditions for B2 →B5 : {c2 =0},{c2 =1}. In the third step,
Fluid explores B2 ’s predecessor B1 , and updates the conditions
for B1 →B5 to be: {c1 =1}, {c1 =0,c2 =0} and {c1 =0,c2 =1}.
Since loops in a canonical CFG are single-entry/single-exit,
conditions involving loops are only considered internally for
continuing/exiting the loops as well as the first iteration of the
loop [36], and don’t affect outside basic blocks.
The merging operation. A CFG can have multiple paths
between two basic blocks, each corresponding to a chain of
conditions. However, two condition chains can be merged if
they differ in one condition which is complementary in the
two chains2 . Fig. 2 has two condition chains from B2 to B5 :
{c2 =0} along B2 →B3 →B5 , and {c2 =1} along B2 →B4 →B5 . c2 is
complementary in the two chains, so the merged chain has
condition {}, and we can collapse the two paths treating it as
a single virtual path B2 →B5 . We repeatedly apply this merge
operation, until no paths can be merged.
Theorem 1. In a canonical CFG, if there are multiple merged
paths for src→dst, then dst cannot post-dominate src.
Proof. For loop-free segments of the CFG, we prove the
result by contradiction. Suppose dst post-dominates src. Any
path from src that adds conditions of the form ci = 0 or ci = 1
must also have a branch that includes the other condition,
and they must all re-converge prior to/at dst since dst postdominates src. Hence, all possible conditions associated with
paths from src to dst exist, and they can be merged into one
path src→dst. This contradicts our multi-path assumption, so
dst cannot post-dominate src.
If src and dst are within the same loop, we can repeat
the argument above for the sub-CFG that only includes the
loop body. Otherwise suppose src belongs to loop1 and dst
belongs to loop2 . Since all loops are single-entry-single-exit, we
divide src→dst into src→loop1exit →loop2entry →dst, and repeat
the argument for each segment. The case when only one of
src/dst belong to a loop is similar.
Lemma 2. If dst unconditionally connects 3 to dst2 , then the
number of merged paths for src→dst equals that for src→dst2 .
Proof. Since dst connects to dst2 unconditionally, dst is the
1 For all of the CFGs in this paper, we assume the left branch is the false
branch, and the right branch is the true branch.
2 In if-statements and loops, we have two-way branching so this is naturally
satisfied. To simplify our presentation, we assume multi-way branches like
those from switch statements are transformed into two-way branches. The
extension to multi-way branches is straightforward.
3 If

there is a path between src and dst, then we say src connects to dst.

immediate dominator of dst2 . We can divide src→dst2 into
src→dst and dst→dst2 . The condition for dst→dst2 is {}, so the
conditions and the number of merged paths for src→dst2 match
that for src→dst.
Our main result that is the basis for generating static token
form is the following:
Theorem 3. Given two basic blocks src and dst in a canonical CFG, there is at most one merged path from src to dst.
Proof. If dst is not reachable from src, then there is no path
between them and we are done. If dst has one predecessor,
then we traverse the CFG backward until we reach a basic
block with multiple predecessors, or we reach src. If we reach
src, the result trivially holds. Otherwise, call the new basic
block dst′ . By Lemma 2, the merged path count from src to
dst matches src to dst′ .
dst′ has more than one direct predecessor and is reachable
from src. Suppose its immediate dominator is iDom. By the
canonical form assumption, dst′ post-dominates iDom. Also,
any path from program entry that contains src and dst′ must
include iDom. If that path has iDom before src, then iDom must
also dominate src; otherwise we would have found a path from
program entry to src to dst′ without iDom—a contradiction.
Hence, there are two cases:
Case 1: iDom dominates src, then dst′ post-dominates src as
well. According to Theorem 1, there exists only one merged
path for (src, dst′ ), and the proof is done.
Case 2: iDom does not dominate src, in which case iDom must
be on any path from src to dst′ ; we divide src→dst′ into two
parts: src→iDom and iDom→dst′ . There is one merged path for
iDom→dst′ , so we truncate src→dst′ to src→iDom. By repeating
this, we eventually reduce Case 2 to Case 1.
B. Delivery and Collection Circuit Construction
For a token defined in src block and used in dst block,
Fluid construct a delivery circuit to conditionally propagate it.
Calculating the delivery conditions. In Section III-A, Fluid
records the entering conditions into dst from its predecessors
that are dominated by its immediate dominator iDom. If src→
dst can be found, we can directly get the delivery conditions.
Otherwise, we divide src→dst into src→iDom and iDom→dst.
The conditions for iDom→dst is known, so we just need to
calculate the conditions for src→iDom by applying the same
rule iteratively. Based on Theorem 3, there exists only one
condition chain for any src→dst, so we can simply append
these conditions together to form the final conditions.
Synthesizing the delivery circuit. Fluid synthesizes SP LIT s
for each unique condition variable in the delivery conditions
and connects them following the same order.
Fig. 3a shows the same CFG as in Fig. 2. x is defined
in B0 and used in B2 , and the delivery condition for B0 →B2
is {c0 =0,c1 =0}. In Fig. 3b, Fluid synthesizes SP LIT0 (in B0 )
to generates x1 for B1 when {c0 =0}, and SP LIT1 (in B1 ) to
generate x2 for B2 when {c1 =0}.
Collection Circuit Construction.
If token y in dst has multiple reaching definitions
y1 , y2 , ..., yn in dst’s n predecessors, Fluid synthesizes the
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Fig. 3: Delivery and collection circuits.
In Fig. 3a, B5 receives {y0 ,y1 ,y2 } from {B3 ,B4 ,B1 }, and
assigns the final value to y. The collection conditions are:
B4→B5 :{c1 =0,c2 =1}

Fig. 3c shows the synthesized
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Fig. 4: Control token generation.
In Fig. 3a, suppose c0 , c1 and c2 are all defined in B0 . Then
Fluid will conditionally generate c′1 for B0 →B1 (Fig. 4a) and
c′2 for B0 →B2 (Fig. 4b) as well as the new delivery circuit for
B0 →B2 (Fig. 4c) and the collection circuit for B5 (Fig. 4d).
D. Handling Non-canonical CFGs
Multi-Path problem. We handle the case where there are
multiple merged paths for src→dst.
Fig. 5a shows a CFG with four basic blocks, and c0 and
c1 are the condition variables for B0 and B1 respectively. x0
is defined in B0 and used in B2 , so and needs a delivery
circuit. Fig. 5b shows the delivery circuit for B0 →B2 . We would
create SP LIT0 (in B0 ) to conditionally generate x1 (for B1 )
and x2 (for B2 ). We also need SP LIT1 (in B1 ) to conditionally
generate x3 (for B2 ). B2 has two incoming tokens: x2 with
collection condition {c0 =1}, and x3 with collection condition
{c0 =0,c1 =1}. Hence a M ERGE0 and M ERGE1 are needed to
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Fig. 5: Multi-Path Example.
conditionally propagate c1 to B2 . However, c0 is defined in
B0 and used in B2 , and it requires the delivery circuit for
B0 →B2 —the same circuit we were attempting to construct for
x! Hence, the standard approach to constructing a dataflow
graph fails if there are multiple paths after the merging
operation. Fig. 6a illustrates the multi-path problem in a
src
{𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑1 , … , 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑚 }
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(b) c2 generation
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Delivery circuit:
𝐵0 → 𝐵2

(b) Strawman delivery (c) Dilemma in building
circuit.
the delivery circuit.

B1→B5 :{c1 =1}

C. Control Token Generation
The delivery and collection circuits consist of M ERGE s and
SP LIT s that require the control tokens, which could also need
delivery/collection circuits if used/defined conditionally.
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(a) CFG.
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select them. However, c0 and c1 are defined in B0 and B1
respectively, so M ERGE0 and M ERGE1 (in B2 ) cannot directly
use them.
In Fig. 5c, we attempt to introduce split2 to
0

collection circuit to pick the right token. Suppose dst’s immediate dominator is iDom. Starting from iDom, the program
will traverse through different paths into dst’s predecessors
before entering into dst. The conditions associated with each
traversal are the collection conditions for the corresponding
predecessor. Then, Fluid synthesizes M ERGE s for each unique
condition variable in the collection conditions and connects
them in the reverse order of the collection conditions.

1
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Fig. 6: Multi-Path Problem and Solution.
CFG. A broken line means there exist paths between two
blocks, and the solid line is a direct connection. Assume
there are multiple paths for src→dst which cannot be merged
into one path. By Theorem 1, dst cannot post-dominate src,
so it cannot post-dominate its n direct predecessors between
4
src→dst either. We partition these n predecessors into two
sets: {pred1 ,...,predm } which are post-dominated by dst, and
{predm+1 ,...,predn } which are not post-dominated by dst. Let
iP dom be the immediate post-dominator of src. Then there
exist paths 5 between {predm+1 ,...,predn } and iP dom without
passing through dst. Among these paths, suppose the direct
predecessors of iP dom are {P REDm+1 ,...,P REDn }.
Fig. 6b is our proposed solution. The main idea is to modify
the CFG and introduce a new basic block that post-dominates
src. This new block f akeBB replaces dst, i.e., all of dst’s
predecessors {pred1 ,...,pedn } now point to f akeBB directly. In
addition, we also modify {P REDm+1 ,...,P REDn } to point to
f akeBB directly. Thus, f akeBB now post-dominates src, and
there will be only one merged path for src→f akeBB .
4 Note that dst could have other predecessors that do not belong to the
paths for src→dst, and they are not relevant to the multi-path problem.
5 The paths between a set and a node dst are the collection of paths between
each node in the set and dst.
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Fig. 7: Irregular loop and Solution.
more than one exit block. Fig. 7a shows the irregular loop.
When the loop condition variable loopV al is 1, the loop exit
block BBexit1 exits the loop and jumps to its successor set
{suc1 }; otherwise the loop continues. However, starting from
BBdiverge , there is a second exit block BBexit2 . Fig. 7b shows
the solution. We create two new blocks f akeexit and f akesuc .
The new loop condition variable is f lag1. If BBexit2 is executed,
f lag1 becomes 1 and the loop exits; otherwise f lag1 equals
to loopV al. Therefore, the new CF G has the same behavior
of running/exiting the loop as the original. When the loop
exits, f akeexit jumps to f akesuc . If the loop exits from BBexit1 ,
f lag2 equals to 0 and {suc1 } will be executed. If the loop exits
from BBexit2 , f lag2 equals to 1 and {suc2 } will be executed.
Therefore, the new CF G has the same behavior after exiting
the loop as the original one.
Note that Fluid cannot handle the loops with more than one
entry blocks, which could be generated from goto statements.

A canonical CFG—an assumption implicit in previous work
like [36]—requires that each if statement and loop statement
has exactly one exit block. Unfortunately, it is easy to write
software programs that violate this requirement. Examples of
violations include loop statements that include a break, or
a return inside any if or loop statement, both of which are
common programming patterns. With the method proposed
above, Fluid can process arbitrary goto-free programs.
IV. DATAFLOW G RAPH O PTIMIZATIONS
Fluid converts the optimized LLVM IR into STF form,
which is essentially a dataflow graph. In this section, we focus
on optimizing the dataflow graph.
A. Operator clustering
LLVM encodes expressions into three-address IR instructions, and Fluid maps each of them into a dataflow operator,
which is an independent pipelined process. For complex
expressions, Fluid generates many dataflow operators and
misses opportunities for logic optimizations across expressions. Therefore, it is desirable to group them together.
The control nodes (i.e., M ERGE and SP LIT ) will divide
the whole graph into distinct control regions, and operator
clustering is only applicable to nodes within the same control
region. To identify them, we assign colors to the graph edge
based on the condition it is activated. The in/out edges to a
function node have the same color, but the M ERGE and SP LIT
node will update the output edge color from the input edge
color. The function nodes whose output edges have the same
color can now be safely clustered.
B.

M ERGE

and

SP LIT

Tree Flattening

In Section III-B, Fluid synthesizes M ERGE s and SP LIT s
for each unique condition variable in the collection and
delivery conditions, potentially generating a tree of 2-way
M ERGE s and SP LIT s. Fluid further flattens them into the Nway M ERGE and SP LIT , which reduce the delay, area and
energy consumption. The control for the flattened block is
generated by tracing the original control tokens to regions
that have the same color as the single data input (SP LIT )
or output (M ERGE ) and computing the appropriate multi-bit
control value.

𝑐1

𝑐0

0

To preserve the correctness, we add edges from f akeBB
to iP dom and dst respectively, and a fresh condition variable f lag which takes inputs from its direct predecessors
{pred1 ,...,predn ,P REDm+1 ,...,P REDn }. If f lag is true, f akeBB
jumps to dst; if f lag is false, f akeBB jumps to iP dom.
{pred1 ,...,predn } have direct connections to dst, so these
blocks will propagate token 1 to f lag following the
same conditions, making f akeBB jump to dst. Similarly, if
{predm+1 ,...,predn } jumps to {P REDm+1 ,...,P REDn }, they will
propagate 0 to the f lag, making f akeBB jump to iP dom. The
modified CFG has the same behavior as the original one.
The above transformation reduces the number of (src,dst)
pairs that cause the multi-path problem in a CFG. As Fig. 6b
shows, we added a new block f akeBB , and three groups of new
connections: {P REDm+1 ,...,P REDn }→f akeBB , f akeBB→iP dom
and f akeBB→dst. Since f akeBB post-dominates src, there
exists only one merged path for src→f akeBB . Furthermore,
f akeBB directly connects to iP dom and dst, which does
not change the post-dominance relationship between dst and
iP dom, so f akeBB does not introduce new multi-path pair.
Therefore, our solution can eliminate one multi-path pair
(src→dst in Fig. 6a).
Note that the f akeBB does not add any additional computation instructions; instead, it just serves as a intermediate
step when transferring tokens for src→dst, and the overhead is
minimum.

{𝑐2 ; 𝑐1 }

1

(a) Edge coloring

𝑦0 𝑦1 𝑦2
0

𝑦

(b) 3-way M ERGE

Fig. 8: Dataflow optimizations.
Fig. 8a shows the edge coloring for the delivery circuit
(Fig. 3b). Fig. 8b shows the 3-way M ERGE synthesized for
the collection circuit (Fig. 3c).
V. E VALUATION .
A. Control Circuit Synthesis
Each dataflow graph component is translated into a unique
pipeline stage, and the data transfers between pipelined stages

TABLE I: Performance of LegUp 4.0 and two commercial HLS tools
Benchmark
adpcm-u
dfadd-a
differential
gsm-d
mpeng-d
arith
if
for0
for1
if-loop
Ratio1
Ratio2

Delay
6000
6000
130000
20667
6000
5500
4000
10500
25600
11000
0.53
0.59

Area
9846
8780
8771
2349
4096
8584
3128
2082
3447
4699
0.61
0.43

Commercial 1
Energy
Leak.
81
4616
55
3282
1861
4208
55
776
28
1651
83
4512
25
1273
22
800
149
1421
86
1960
0.43
0.73
0.42
0.59

Throu.
167
167
8
48
167
182
250
95
39
91
1.87
1.69

Delay
3750
6250
217778
23333
45000
6250
3750
6250
6250
7500
0.83
0.38

Area
6825
12154
25491
9502
11305
13026
10482
4396
3949
14034
1.22
0.89

use the bundled data protocol [25]. The control for each
pipelined stage uses micro-pipelines [34].
Fig. 9 shows a standard bundled data circuit template that
we use in our evaluations [33]. The control path is the upper
part in bold lines, and the data path is within the dashed boxes.
The stage logic implements the function in the dataflow node,
and the control circuity implements the four-phase handshake
using a Muller C-element (C). When the input token is ready
(in.rdy signal is high), and the successor stage is empty
(out.ack is low), C’s output signal s becomes high, which
triggers data capture using a pulse generator G and latch, and
then the execution of the stage logic. When the output token
is ready, the out.rdy signal is set to high. After the next stage
captures this data, it will set the acknowledge signal out.ack
to high, allowing the current stage to reset. Delay lines (15%
slower than the worse-case delay of the stage logic) are added
to ensure successful data capturing and processing.
B. Simulation methodology
In order to simulate and measure the performance of
synthesized asynchronous circuits, we built a discrete-event
simulator that can simulate the execution of the bundled data
circuits in Fig. 9. Each pipelined process fetches data from
the predecessors and sends out result to its successors, and
the simulator simulates the 4-phase handshake for process
communication. Performance numbers for different circuit
components are extracted using commercial tools, and used
to annotate the discrete event simulator. Specifically, we use
HSPICE to simulate the control circuit in a 28nm process
technology. For the stage datapath logic (combinational), we
used commercial logic synthesis tools and a commercial 28nm
standard cell library to determine performance/power/area.
The delay of each stage is the sum of the delay of the control
circuit and the stage logic (as shown in Fig. 9). Synchronous
results were obtained using the same cell library and same
commercial logic synthesis tool.
𝑖𝑛. 𝑎𝑐𝑘
𝑜𝑢𝑡. 𝑎𝑐𝑘
𝑠

C

𝑖𝑛. 𝑟𝑑𝑦

𝑜𝑢𝑡. 𝑟𝑑𝑦

𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦

𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡

𝐷

Latch

G

𝑄

𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦

Stage
Logic

𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡

Fig. 9: Bundled-data circuit template.

Commercial 2
Energy
Leak.
22
2123
54
3241
6732
8907
175
2813
470
3587
88
4106
41
3006
25
1376
23
1245
105
4119
0.95
1.10
0.34
0.86

Throu.
267
160
5
43
22
160
267
160
160
133
1.20
2.65

Delay
6000
9000
203333
28750
42222
11250
10000
16667
35000
13750
1
1

Area
8013
10941
15948
9682
6327
13156
15342
3974
4065
18772
1
1

Legup
Energy
66
77
3451
176
267
204
153
47
127
257
1
1

Leak.
3405
2964
5061
2934
2565
5074
4342
1237
1220
5432
1
1

Throu.
167
111
5
35
24
89
100
60
29
73
1
1

C. Experimental setup and results
We synthesize the following microbenchmarks: (i) arith,
which calculates y = (x0 + x1 ) × (x2 + x3 ) + (x4 × x5 ) ×
(x6 × x7 ); (ii) if, with the true branch does addition and the
false branch does division. The true branch will be triggered;
(iii) for0 and for1. for0 has a single loop and for1 has two
nested loops. Both count the number of iterations; (iv) if-loop
which has an if statement: the true branch has a one-layer loop
(does counting) and the false branch does division. The true
branch is triggered.
We also extract five kernel functions from five applications
which are mostly taken from an HLS benchmark suite [3]
or used in synchronous ASIC synthesis benchmarking [28]:
(i) differential, a differential equation solver [28]; (ii) adpcmu, the uppol2 function from adpcm [3]; (iii) dfadd-a. The add
function from dfadd [3]; (iv) gsm-d. The gsm div function
from gsm [3]; (v) mpeg-d. The decode function from mpeg [3].
We compare our tool with LegUp v4.0 which is a commonly
used academic HLS tool, and two commercial HLS tools
Commercial 1 and Commercial 2. Furthermore, we have Fluid
(vanilla version of Fluid) and Fluid-opt (Fluid with dataflow
optimizations). We use the following performance metrics:
Delay (ps), Area (µm2 ), Energy (pJ), LeakPower(nW ) and
Throughput (M Hz). We run each benchmark twenty times
with random data and use averages across the runs to report
benchmark statistics. We use the same methodology to collect
results for both Fluid and the other HLS tools.
Table II shows the performance of our system, and Table I
shows other tools. Each table has three sections: the first shows
the performance of HLS benchmarks, and the second shows
microbenchmarks. To summarize across benchmarks, we use
the geometric mean of normalized performance compared
to LegUp; Ratio1 corresponds to the HLS benchmarks, and
Ratio2 corresponds to microbenchmarks.
Delay. Fluid has longer delay for two reasons: 1) it fails to
do logic optimizations for operator clusters; 2) it synthesizes
M ERGE s and SP LIT s which contribute to the extra delay.
Fluid-opt can avoid the extra delay from reason 1. For if
benchmark, Fluid and Fluid-opt perform well because they
generate asynchronous circuits whose actual delay depends on
the activated processes during runtime (i.e., the addition). The
other tools, however, are limited by the worst-case scenario
(e.g. division). Fluid-opt reduces delay by 1.64X and 1.92X
for HLS benchmarks and microbenchmarks respectively.
Area and Leakage. Fluid has overhead for control and
M ERGE s and SP LIT s, but it avoids constructing a global state

TABLE II: Fluid and Fluid-opt Performance
Benchmark
adpcm-u
dfadd-a
differential
gsm-d
mpeng-d
arith
if
for0
for1
if-loop
Ratio1
Ratio2

adpcm
E

0.71

Area
33814
132021
19051
6301
22233
10872
8506
2596
4927
10428
2.68
0.73

Fluid
Energy
84
31
1545
95
24
20
2
55
175
56
0.41
0.21

0.85

Throu.
367
212
4
25
99
563
854
52
26
52
1.63
1.99

dfadd

4.22
Fluid
Fluid-opt
LegUp
Comm1
Comm2

E

0.55

0.63

1.24

0.67

Fluid
Fluid-opt
LegUp
Comm1
Comm2

E

1.08

1.95
1.12

6.42

0.86

1.05

0.64

0.24

1.21

E

A

0.65

Fluid
Fluid-opt
LegUp
Comm1
Comm2

E

1.65

1.00
0.56

0.02
0.72

1.08

1.44

0.14

0.60

D

1.07

0.53

0.64
0.72

1.72

1.06

0.61

Fluid
Fluid-opt
LegUp
Comm1
Comm2

0.12

D

0.26

1.11

geometric 2.68
mean

3.51
2.08

1.76
0.89

D

1/T
1.10

A

mpeg

0.29

0.88

0.87

1/T
1.00

Fluid
Fluid-opt
LegUp
Comm1
Comm2

Fluid
Fluid-opt
LegUp
Comm1
Comm2

0.64

L1.76

0.70

1.00
0.62

0.55

D

0.40

A

gsm

0.63

A

1.60
differential

0.66

L11.84

0.65

Throu.
560
278
6
39
193
289
1754
80
36
81
2.50
2.54

0.29

1/T
1.00

L1.00

Leak.
2424
18905
3365
1607
2231
3058
639
714
1341
1252
1.08
0.42

1.00

L3.03

0.65

Fluid-opt
Energy
10
8
1007
51
5
29
1
18
61
18
0.12
0.11

A

0.80

1.85

0.30

1.00

Area
7381
64258
11180
5274
7285
9268
1650
2080
4356
3410
1.19
0.38

0.11
D

0.62

E

Delay
4588
7415
165814
26861
7523
3548
1566
13628
30843
14458
0.61
0.52

12.07

6.44

1.00

0.15

1.82

Leak.
10331
35081
6217
1721
7147
3634
2926
755
1410
3469
2.35
0.74

A

2.54

1.27

Delay
11104
9445
226516
41378
15844
4378
1858
19680
40079
19946
1.03
0.68

0.78

D

1.03

0.73
0.12

L2.79

1/T
1.41

1.54

0.59
1/T
1.06

L2.35

0.40
0.70
1/T
1.00

Fig. 10: Normalized per-benchmark performance: delay (D), area (A), energy (E), leakage power (L), and throughput-inv (1/T)
machine to control program execution. Fluid-opt significantly
improves area compared to Fluid due to operator clustering.
Fluid-opt increases HLS benchmark area by 1.19X, while
reducing it by 2.63X for microbenchmarks. The area penalty is
particularly severe for dfadd-a, which has many nested if and
loop statements, increasing control overhead. Leakage power
results are qualitatively similar to those for area.
Energy. Our tool pays extra energy for control circuits, but it
saves energy by only triggering the processes that receive the
input data. Fluid-opt reduces energy by 8.33X and 9.09X for
HLS benchmarks and microbenchmarks compared to LegUp.
Throughput. Our tool synthesizes pipelined circuits, increasing throughput. Note that operator clustering could increase
throughput by reducing loop latency, but also reduces pipelining which harms throughput. The result shows that Fluid-opt
has higher throughput than Fluid for most benchmarks. Fluidopt increases the throughput by 2.5X for HLS benchmarks,
and 2.54X for microbenchmarks compared to LegUp.
Overall performance Fig. 10 shows per-benchmark spider
plots of normalized performance as well as the geometric mean
of the normalized performance of HLS benchmarks. We plot
the inverse of the normalized throughput, so for all metrics
lower is better. Fluid-opt achieved a good balance among the
five metrics for most of the benchmarks. Note that Fluid by
itself rarely compares favorably against commercial HLS tools,

so the dataflow graph optimizations are an essential ingredient
of the overall flow.
VI. R ELATED WORK
Asynchronous synthesis. [7], [11], [18] are based on syntaxdirected translation of the syntax of a message-passing hardware description language (HDL) into an asynchronous circuit.
[40] uses Petri-net based synthesis of timed circuits from a
message-passing HDL. [26], [27] use scheduling analysis similar to synchronous HLS tools, and emit a HDL program that
is mapped to asynchronous circuits via syntax-directed translation. Unlike these tools, Fluid directly generates dataflow
graphs and circuits.
[19] proposes a source-to-source transformation with concurrency optimizations. [20] proposes a new scheduling algorithm for generating asynchronous design out of synchronous
one by removing the discrete time assumption. [36], [39] synthesizes circuits in a data-driven manner using CF Gs, targetting
pipelined processes. [35] allows designers to explicitly express
the data-flow. Fluid can create dataflow graphs from software
programs for a larger class of CF Gs compared to them.
[9], [38] compiles C programs to Pegasus [10] IR, which is
later synthesized to bundled data circuit. This work only uses
conditional tokens to implement loops, while if-statements
compute both branches and select the result. Fluid uses conditional execution for if-statements as well to save energy, and

handles more complex

CF Gs

as detailed in Section III.

Dataflow HLS. Some synchronous HLS tools generate elastic
dataflow circuits. [14], [21], [22], [37] directly map software
programs to dataflow circuits. Fluid synthesizes controlled
M ERGE (instead of M IXER) to control circuit execution,
which enables better circuit pipelining. Besides, Fluid can
handle more complex program control structures when using controlled M ERGE . Some other works propose domainspecific languages [1], [4], [8], [13], [31], [32] and special
directives/pragmas [17], [24], [30] to help the synthesis. Fluid,
however, does not require any changes to the source code or
language-level support.
[14] propose a protocol for implementing elastic communication channels for synchronous systems. [37] uses syntaxdirected translation to map functional programs into dataflow
circuits leveraging the functional programming model. [21]
generates elastic circuits, and optimizes for memory access.
CAPH [32] is a domain-specific language for streaming applications. [31] extends [32] for CGRA. CAL [1] is designed for
dataflow programming with actors, and OpenDF [8] converts
CAL code to HDL. [13] generates elastic circuits for stencil
computation. Fluid uses standard C as input, includes optimizations for SP LIT s/M ERGE s, and handles complex CF Gs.
[17] uses directives to control array partitioning, inlining
options, etc. for mapreduce programs. [24] generates HLS
directives to partition the program into different clock domains. [30] uses LLVM to generate IR from C programs,
applies optimizations such as vectorization and loop unrolling
based on resource models. After that, these works [17], [24],
[30] rely on the commercial tools to generate the circuits.
Fluid is orthogonal to these approaches and can serve as an
alternative back-end for asynchronous circuit generation.
Without the complex CF G support in Fluid, dfadd, adpcm,
gsm cannot be synthesized into dataflow circuit. Fluid also has
several dataflow optimizations, including that for SP LIT and
M ERGE nodes. Lastly, Fluid compares favorably with several
HLS tools (including commercial tools).
VII. S UMMARY
We propose a new solution to dataflow circuit generation that can handle complex control structures with several
dataflow optimizations. We compare against other HLS tools
and show improvements in terms of energy and throughput. In
future work, we plan to incorporate additional dataflow graph
optimizations to further improve the quality of results. Also,
we plan to explore synchronous implementations (e.g. [29]) to
evaluate synchronous/asynchronous trade-offs.
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